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Overview and Motivation

Position the work in the context of creative music applications where we need to obtain very high 
accuracy

Reformulate beat tracking evaluation from a user workflow perspective, i.e. how do we need to change 
the detections such that they are acceptable for the end-user?

Simulate this process by counting the number and type of interaction operations required to maximise 
the F-measure of the beat detections compared to ground truth annotations

In addition to insertions (false negatives) and deletions (false positives), we introduce a shift operation

Shifts are used when detections occur within an outer tolerance window (i.e. +/- 1s) around each 
ground truth annotation 

Each executed shift operation replaces a deletion and an insertion

By counting the number of operations, we can calculate an Annotation Efficiency

To aid in qualitative assessment of beat tracking performance we present a visualisation tool 

0. Raw beat detections

1. “Good” Detections

2. Shifts

3. Deletions

4. Insertions

- If the closest beat to each ground truth annotation is 
inside the inner tolerance window (+/- 70ms)

- If detections occur within the outer tolerance window 
(+/- 1s) around each annotation 

- Any detections that remain are deletions

- Unnacounted for annotations become insertions

- The unlabelled comparison of beat detections to 
annotations is not very informative

Processing stages

good detections:13 insertions:2 deletions:2 shifts:3
ae (annotation efficiency): 0.650REGULAR

OFF-BEAT good detections:0 insertions:4 deletions:3 shifts:14
ae (annotation efficiency): 0.000

HALF-EVEN good detections:6 insertions:10 deletions:1 shifts:2
ae (annotation efficiency): 0.316

TRIPLE good detections:16 insertions:1 deletions:35 shifts:1
ae (annotation efficiency): 0.302

To allow for the modelling of metrical ambiguity in beat tracking, we can generate multiple variations of 
the detections and calculate the Annotation Efficiency accordingly

Figure 1. Visualisation of the operations required to transform beat detections to maximize the F-measure when compared
to the ground truth annotations. (Top) Original beat detections vs. ground truth annotations. (Bottom) Double variation of
beat detections vs. ground truth annotations. The inner tolerance window is overlaid on all annotations, where as the outer
tolerance window is only shown for those detections to be shifted.

Around each ground truth annotation, we create an in-
ner tolerance window (set to ±70ms) and count the num-
ber of true positives (unique detections), t+. We mark each
matching detection and annotation pair as “accounted for”
and remove them from further analysis. All remaining de-
tections then become candidates for shifting or deletion.
For each remaining annotation, we then look for the closest
unaccounted for detection within an outer tolerance win-
dow (set to ±1 s), which we use to reflect a localised work-
ing area for manual correction. If any detection exists, we
mark it as a shift along with the required temporal correc-
tion offset. After the analysis of all unaccounted for anno-
tations is complete, we count the number of shifts, s. Any
remaining annotations correspond to false negatives, f�,
with leftover detections marked for deletion and counted
as false positives, f+. To give a measure of annotation ef-
ficiency we adapt the evaluation method in [4] to include
the shifts:

ae = t+/(t+ + s+ f+ + f�). (1)

Reducing the inner tolerance window transforms true pos-
itives into shifts and thus sends t and hence ae to 0. In
this limit, the modified detections are then identical to the
target sequence.

To allow for metrical ambiguity in beat tracking evalua-
tion, it is common to create a set of variations of the ground
truth by interpolation and sub-sampling operations. In our
implementation, we flip this behaviour, and instead create
variations of the detections. In this way, we can couple a
global operation applied to all detections (e.g., interpolat-
ing all detections by two), with the subsequent set of local
correction operations. Whichever variation has the highest
annotation efficiency represents the shortest path to obtain-
ing an output consistent with the annotations.

The fundamental difference of our approach compared
to the standard F-measure is that we view the evaluation

from a user workflow perspective, and essentially we shift
if we can. By recording each individual operation, we can
count them for evaluation purposes as well as visualising
them, as shown in Figure. 1 which contrasts the use of the
original beat detections compared to the double variation
of the beats. The example shown is from the composition
“Evocaciòn” by Jose Luis Merlin. It is a solo piece for clas-
sical guitar which features extensive rubato and is among
the more challenging pieces in the Hainsworth dataset [5].
By inspection we can see the original detections are much
closer to the ground truth than the double variation. They
require just two deletions (covering a pause in the perfor-
mance), three shifts, and two insertions, and thus the anno-
tation efficiency is much higher: 0.650 compared to 0.361.

The precise recording of the set of individual operations
allows additional deeper evaluation which can indicate pre-
cisely which operations are most beneficial and in which
order. For the F-measure, shifts are always more beneficial
than the isolated insertions or deletions, but for other eval-
uation methods, i.e., those which measure continuity, the
temporal location of the operation may be more critical.
By viewing evaluation from a transformation perspective
combined with an informative visualisation, we hope our
implementation can contribute to a better qualitative un-
derstanding of beat tracking algorithms.

Looking beyond beat tracking, our approach can read-
ily be applied to other temporal MIR tasks, e.g., onset de-
tection and structural boundary detection – subject to ap-
propriate tolerance windows. In future work, we intend
to expand the functionality to additionally correct labelled
time instants, e.g., beat positions in each bar when estimat-
ing downbeats. We will also look to position our work in
the context of the formal theory of edit distances. Finally,
we plan to undertake a user-study to understand how well
our measure of annotation efficiency correlates with user-
reported effort in the manual correction of beat estimates.

Annotation Efficiency

Comparing variations of detections

t+ – true positive
f+ – false positive
f-- – false negative
s - shift
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Conclusions

New tool for visualisation of beat tracking performance

Categorisation and counting of different detection correction operations can enhance 
the understanding of the behaviour of beat tracking algorithms

The proposed approach can be readily applied to other temporal labelling problems, 
e.g. onset detection, structural boundary detection

In future work, we will orient our approach within the existing theory of edit distances

Code
All code is available with easy-to-follow examples at https://github.com/MR-T77/ShiftIfYouCan


